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Time Has Come To Know
Your Assemblymen
By Godfrey Sandiford
Last semester. you. the evening students elected nine
teen members to the Evening Session Student Assembly.
This semester all those members with the exception of
_
three. officially took of.fice, and have been trying
desper
ately to begin to do their jobs of representing you in spite
of many disruptions now present at school. This present
Assembly. more so than any other in the past. needs the
full support of the evening session student body. We are all
very painfully aware of the budget crisis and how it is af
fecting us here at. Baruch Co·11ege. I don't think that there
is a single student among us. who wants free tuition to be
discontinued. who wants to see the number of students in
classrooms increased beyond their current numbers. or
who wants to see the faculty reduced beyond its present
size. It is for these reasons and many others that the even
ing session student body must fully support student_
Assembly.
Th·e rap on evening sessiqn students has always been
that they doFl't give a damn. about what goes on in and
around the school. because they are only here to.glean as
much abqut those- st1bjects in which they are interested
and get out of BaruGh. The time -has come for you to

change that image. It is now incumbent upon each student
to seek out the members of student Assembly and let \'hose
members know th.at they' can rely on you to back them
when they need your help in dealing with the Administra
tien here at Baruch. And whether you know .it or not, that is
going to be very often.
The newly elected student Asse_mbly has committed it
self to a very effective and prodigous term under the lead
. ership of President Fred Solomon; and it expects to get
plenty of prodding and comment from you the student
body. The Assembly is your representative body here at
_sch·ool along with the Senate. These two bodies, duly elec
ted by you. will do a much more effective, job if you let them
know that you are looking over their ·shoulders.
The new student Assembly Office is Room 509 in the
26th Street Building. Hopefully, it will be manned during
those hours most convenient for the majo_rity of the even
in!iJ session student body. There should ble no excuse for a
student not being able to find the office. It is known that
when you need help in counseling you 90 to great pains
and. at time. inconvenience t·Q get that help. This is a time
of crisis and Assembly needs your help. The job Fred Solo
mon has been elected to carry out is a big one. In addition
to his credit load. it is also now his responsibility, with the
help of his -fellow Assembly members. to set some mean
ingful and wcsirkable policy for all of us for the next school
year.
It is. therefore, not a time for you to be sitting on your
hands; make an effort to know the members of student
Assembly, ,and express to them what you think can be done
to hefp improve the overall standard of education at the
school.
The sacrifices being made by the members are im/T.
l ense.
But someone has to do the job, and if you don't do it, then
tt.ie·y must. Education does not only come from between the
covers of a book.

Solomon Admonishes Members
By Derrick White
The Evening Session Student
Assembly (ESSA) had its first
meeting since the elections of
officers on October 16. 1975.
Fred· Solomon. the new Presi
dent. admonished members on
attendance and warned that the
constitutional provisions regard
ing attendance and impeach
ment wou Id be instituted when
ever necessary. The ESSA con
stitutior-i provides for the drop
ping of any member who misses
two consecutive meetings and
for the impeachment of an of
ficer· who is negligent.
A Grievance Committee was
appointed by the Assembly. This
committee consists of the Vice
President of Internal Affairs. al
Jabbar Khabir. two other -E$SA
members. a non-voting faculty
membe( and two students from
the general body. The com
mittee memt:>ers are as follows:
al-Jabbar Khabir. Dolores Gatza
(ESSA). Derrick White (ESSA).
Don Higgins (faculty member).
Robert Agopian and Mobolaji
Adeyoin. This committee will in
vestigate student grievances
and recommend action by the
Assembly if necessary.
The ESSA tabled a motion for
action on tuition and open en
rollment for two weeks to give
the Student Senate time to look
into the matter. However. they
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Fred Solomon, ESSA President
voted to act together -with the
Day Session government if no
action is taken wrtil'hin the two
weeks.
At the meeting on Thursday.

rnt-een . members we/e present.
The meeting conc1ntrated on
the appointment of committees.
discussion of issue� and reports
from executive members.

Tuition For Summer School
By Derrick White
In an artie-le published on
October 3. 1975. the New York
Times reported that Ro·bert J.
Kibbee. the Chancellor of
CUNY. has presented proposals
to the Board of Higher Education which would reduce the
university·s operations by 20 per
cent.
- The highlights ot .the proposals are:
-Imposition of tuition on students attending summer school .
-Reduction of the full-time
student body by a fifth
-Leng/hening of the school
year to enable student to complete their degrees quicker
-Reduction of full-time
faculty
-Increase of salaries and
work loads of professors
-Increased state aid
The proposals were presented
to the Board of Higher Education during a recent weekend
meeting of the board, presidents
and top administrators of the
university at a conference cen·
ter in Tarrytown.
Chancellor Kibbee proposed

imposing tuition on all summer- cent·· with his new plan.
Chancellor Kibbee presented
school students and students
who ·complete at least nine a financial package which
,
credits a year. He asked that the would increase state aid by $45
automatic admissions policy of million and reduce the city's
the university be limited to stu contribution by $95 million.. The
dents entering CUNY directly funding of the SEEK program.
from high school. Moreover. col for example. would be taken
leges would be asked to under over by the state.
The Times indicates that the
take a rigorous examination of
student work and release stu other elem.ants of the proposals
dents whose performance does cover centers for remedial work.
not represent re·asonable pro consolidation of institutions. a
moratorium on certain new con
gress toward a degree.
Kibbee hopes to implement structions. reduction by a third
three 12 week semesters instead in rented facilities. consolidation
undergraduate-campus
of the present two 15 week of
semesters. Class ·time would be specialized programs such as
lengthened from 50 to 60 nursing. and a two-year mora
torium on new master"s and doc
minutes under his proposal.
The Kibbee plan calls for the ·re- toral programs.
The '"structural changes'"
duction of 20 per cent in the
teaching staff at CUNY. The such as lengthening of the
categories are to be decided on school year must be made by
the Board. While the changes in
at a later date.
The Times article further faculty work loads and salaries
stated that to compensate for would involve negoti\ltions with
the longer hours, the full-time the Professional Staff Congress.
staff schedules are to be in the faculty union. Finally. the
new state aid formula would re
creased- by at least 10 per cent.
He expects a "net productivity ·quire action by the State l!egis
increase of approximately 5 per lature in Albany.
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NYPIRG
ChClllenges...

'tRIYIABy Paul Schwartz

In all of my trivia quizzes.
have somehow neglected one of
my favorite fictional characters.
The .man Dr. Watson called. "the
best and wisest man I have ever
..
known. none· ot?er than the
world's first consuIting detec
tive. Mr. Sherlock Holmes. I was
reminded of this when I picked
up a magazine. "The History of
Sherlock Holmes in Stage. T.V.
and Radio Since 1899." Not to
delay any longer. I now give you
a Sherlock Holmes trivia quiz.
These questions are not only
gouig to be about actors who
have ·-played Ho.Imes ·(and the
other characters) but about
Holmes himself.' While many of
the questions come from the
magazine mentioned above, rest
assured that I knew the answ.ers
before I read the magazine. So,
put a Calabash in your mouth
and a "deerstalker" on your
head and let us 1return to the

I
hero whom time cannot kill.

I

1

Answ ers

1) Sherlock Holmes had two
brothers. What are their names?
2) The most famous movie
Holmes was 'Basil Rathbone.
Who was his Watson?
3) What drug did Holmes take
to relieve him from boredom?
4) Name an actor who has
played both Sherlock Holmes
and Sherlock's_ brother.
5) Holmes· greatest enemy
was Professor Moriarty. What
was he a professor of?
6) George C. Scott once
played a man who thought he
was Sherlock Holmes. What was
the title of the movie?
7) Where
did
Sherlock
Holmes keep his pipe toba�o?
8) Which is the most filmed
Holmes story?
9) Where- did Watson first
meet Holmes?
10) What product is using
Holmes as a character in their
commercials?

·pue16u3 U! S8!J8S UO!S!ll8l e1
The New York Public Interest "NYPIRG wants to find out how
.
e U! UOSIBM pue S8WIOH Ae1d
Research Group. Inc. (NYPIRG) often these errors occur..
IB!OJewwoo 041 U! uew OMl 041
NYPIRG staff attorneys are
recently announced the open,ing
·wn0 ssepe5ns eeJj-0JB:) (Ol
of an Educational Testing Ser c,urrently drafting legislation to
(.,'101JBOS U! �pn1s v.. ee s) 'IBl!d
vice (ETS) Compiaint Center. make ETS more accountable.
-SOH s,Mewo104pe9 ·is l:v' (6
"ETS is a huge mind control in "We hope to mandate disclosure
'J84l0 /4ue
dustry." Donald Ross. dir.ector of and provide remedies for stu
ue41 AJOIS 5!41 jO SUO!SJ811 0JOW
nypirg said. "Millions of stu dents who've had difficulty with
eJe 8J04l 'AJOIS!4 0!110W U! AJO)S
dents and other citizens are test ETS." Donald Ross stated.
paw1!1 1sow 041 0s1e S! 11 ,,'S011!11
Copies of the Complaint Cent
ed b')( ETS each year. But who
041 jO punO H 041., (8·
-J8)tS88
tests ETS?"
er questionnaire are ayailable by
'J0d
Educational Testing ·Service is sending a st'amped. serf
-d,1s UB!SJ0d e jO 001 841 u1 (L
.
to NYPIRG
the Princeton. New Jersey addressed envelope
'SIUB!0'@.8 ABll'J A04l (9
based. multi-million dollar ETS Complaint Center. 1479
·sonewa41ell'J ts
operator of the SATs (Scholastic Flatbush Avenue. Brooklyn. New
,,'S0Wl0H
Aptitude Tests). GREs (Gradujite York 1121 O or by contacting a
)t001J84S jO 0j!l 01Bll!Jd 041,.
Record 'Exams).' LSATs (Law local PIRG office.
pue
.,S011!11J0)tSB8
U! ljOJOAll'J
NYPIRG is a non-profit. re
School Aptitude T�sts). and a
041 jO punOH 041,, U! S0WIOH
search and advocacy group
host of other examinations.
seM BH ·007 Je4do1sp4::, (v
funded by college and university
Governments and businesses
·eu,eoo1>
students in New York State.
throughout the world use ETS
10
uonn10s 1ue0Jed-ue110s v (£
examinations to evaluate appli
·eonJ9
106!
N (Z
cants. "Even if you want to be
'ljOJOAll'J pue UOSJ06!S ( l
come a Peace Corps Volunteer
or a CIA age,nt. you must first
..
pass an ETS test. Donald Ross
explained:
According to Joanne Slaight.
The Registrar's office will be
the NYPIRG staff member co
open:
ordinating the project. "ETS is.
/
Monday: 9: 15 - 3:00. and
accountable to no one. Studen'ts
Part 3 from PUBLISHERS STU pages with a clock that has a two more weeks, questioning
5:30 - 8:30
second hand. Calculate the min yourself and recording your
hf!ve no influence· over ETS and
DENT
SERVICE
Tuesday: 9:15 - 3:00.
utes and seconds and divide the time. After a total of six wee�s
neither do the schools which re
No Evening Hours
PRACTICE ON A
time into the number of· words you should have increased your
quire the tests." And yet each
Wednesday: 9:15 - 3:00. and
R·EGULAR BASIS
on the page. This will tell you reading ability consider.ably.
year - ETS grows larger. tests
5:30 - 8:30
Like any skill. reading re what' your current reading speed
Try to ge_t your speed on easy
more people and accumulates
Thursday: 9:15 - 3:00. and
quires practice. In order to deve: is in words per minute. You can material to about 300 words per
more revenues. ETS revenues
5:30 - 8:30
lop the habit of good reading get the average number of . minute. Once· you have reached
have doubled every five years
Friday: Closed
you must train your eyes and words on a page by taking t.he this level yol:J will know you can
since it began in 1948 and ETS
* Telephones are being an
mind to perform well together. average per line and multiplying do as well as the average good
now has a yearly income in ex
___swered (725-3133).
cess of 50 miilion dollars.
You don·� have to take a speed it by the number of lines. omit reader.
reading course. The rewards will ting headings.
Maintain the habit by reading
NYPIRG intends to gather
complaints from people across
be most worthwhile if you take
A�k yourself questions on the at' least a half hour a day. You
the time and persevere.
the co1,1ntry. Ms. Slaight claimed
material and review It to see if will be enriched by keeping up
Set aside 15 to 30 minutes you are correct. If you miss im with newspapers, magazines
that student governments and
every day to practice reading, portant details your speed is and books. You will also enjoy
other groups are setting up
B.L.A.C.K. had its fi'rst me
· eting . much as a pianist. typist or golf probably too fast for your pre reading more as your pro
complaint-gathering 9p�rations
of the semester on October 9th er would., St.art off your exer
sent reading ability. Don't get ficiency increases.
nationwide. "Our goal is to test
in the Faculty Lounge of the cises with light material, such as
dis,couraged, just keep practic
This article. "How to Improve
the tester." she said. "We don't
24th Street Center. The club dis Reader's Digest, that has uni ing.
Your Reading Skills," is one in a
intend to handle individual com
cussed its upcoming fall pro form page length and short art
series developed for college stu
plaints. but rather to establish
Read 3 or 4 articles each day
gram which includes an Open icles. Your objective is t9 read
dents by the Association of
patterns of abuse. Last year. for
House on Wednesday. October with understanding at your best for two or three weeks. Use the
American Publishers. Other
example. 200 students at.., the
same l,ength and type of material
22nd. and a possible concert speed.
State University of New York at
topics in the series are "How to
each day. Push yourself but use
featuring the Alvin Ailey Reper- .
Compare your speed to
Albany had their transcripts for
Get the Most Out of Your Text
discretion. making sure you
law sctiool lost or misplaced by tory Company. Below are the established norms. The speed
books" and "How to PreJ,>ar.e
check your comp�ehension. of
meeting
dates
in
October.
generally
accepted
for
average
ETS." . Ms . . Slaight claimed.
Successfully for Examinations."
November and December..
readers are: easy or light mate ttle material. Record your speed l:hey are also available in book
October 23
rial. 250-350 words per minute faithfully each time so you can let form free of charge to stu- ·
November 6
(wpm); medi.um to difficult mate- check your progress.
dents. If you would like copies
November 20
rial. 200-250 wpm; and difficult
Then switch to something
please write to: AAP STUDENT
December 4
at
100-1
�O
wpm.
·more difficult ·In vocabulary,
material
SERVICE. One Park Avenue,
/
December 18
Time yourself exactly for two . style, and content. Do this for NE!W York, N.Y. 10016.

New trlours

How· To Improve Your Rea.ding Skills

BLACK Has

First M�eting

Campus
Personality

Godfrey Sandiford Evening Se11lon Senator

Godfrey is one of the most im
portant persons on campus. He
is President of B.L.A.C.K.. a
member of the ESSA, and a
member of the Publications
Association. Godfrey hopes to
graduate in the Spring of 1977
with a B.B.A. in Marketing. His
hobbies are swimming, scuba
diving, sailing, fishing and flying
light aeroplanes. He may be
contacted at Room 509, 26th
Street Center after 6:00 p.m.
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Nat'I
Photo, Exhibit

·Editorials
Taxation Without
Representation

Not content with its acclaim
for unique architectural design
Editor-in-Chief Derrick White
and spacious appointments, The
Managing' Editor Paul Schwarlz
University of Akron's Edwin J.
Business Manager Kerry Andrews
Thomas Performing Arts_ Hall
Advertising &
continues to remain in the spot
Circulation Manager Connie Harper
light. with a national. photogra
Internal Affairs Editor Winsome Henry
phy exhibition planned.
Arts & Leisure Editor Lennox Huyghue
The Edwin J. Thomas Per
Staff Robert Aqopian
forming Arts Hall Association, a
Vernon Hall
civic group formed to support
Ivan Hodge
Akron U's new hall and the arts.
Mark Lee Wilson
will sponsor the event. It will be
Staff Photographer Arnold Marshe
a competitive, juried. photo
graphic exhibition to commemo
Address all mail to: The Reporter. Box 9B. 46 East 26th Street
rate the country's Bicentennial
(26th Street-Center). New York. N.Y. 10010. Office location: Room
by joining the photographic art
521.
with music, the dance and
Published weekly dunng tt'le school term bv 1he1PubltcaI1ons Assoc1at1on of the Evening Session o·r
The Bernard M Baruch College of the City University of New York Address all cbmmun1calions to
drama.
The Reporter. Box 98 .16 East 26th Street (26th Street Centert New York. New York 10010 Office
Entries are invited from pho
location Room 521 Office hours 6 p m to 8 pm Monday through.Thursday Ed11onal opinions are
lhe views of lhe wr1tertsl and do not necessarily represent those al the College or the University
tographers nationwide for sub
Na11onal advertising representatives The National Educational Advert,smg Service Inc . CASS Ad·
mission by February. 1976. and
vert1s1ng Inc All nghts reserved Printed bv HerCo Typeset11ng. Inc
exhibition is scheduled for April,
1976, in the 26,000 square feet of
the lobbies of the hall. College
and university students are par
t[9u larly welcome to compe_te._
Sub"s tantial prizes will be
awarded winners in various
categories and the grand ..show
.
ords show that th.is advert'ise
To Richard Rodriguez
of show. ,prize will be a full paid
1
ment was never paid for. It was
and the
"
Caribbean cruise for two.
Richard
Rodriguez
wbo
ap
Bar.uch Community:
· Plan·s call for three cate
This is to inform you, and the. proved�the hasty publication of
gories: black and white prints,
readers of TIGKER, of my resig the Special Political Issue. when
color prints, and color slides.
nation from the position of Asso the printers clearly did not fol
There will be a $3 entry fee for;
ciate Editor of TICKER. Further low the sp_ecificati019·s agreed
each entr-y of one to three prints
more. I will not accept any other up0n when hired.· This issue
or slides.position on TICKER (e.g.. Edi cost .the students· over $600.
Edwin J. Thomas Hall pre
torial ·Consultant) as long as you -(The fault was not nece!\sarily
miered to gala. black-tie audi- ·
the printers. as copy was deliv
remain Editor'in-Chief.
. ences in the fall of 1973. It has
I had a cream of a free press ered to them at an extremely late
since hosted such world-famous
exposing the wrongdoings at date.) Richard R9driguez has lit
artists as the Leningrad Philhar
Baruch: and imparting pertinent tle practical expefience in edit
and beneficial information to the ing. journalism. writing. or spell monic. Marcel Marceau, Goldov
student body. I envisioned a ing. as the the last two issues sky Opera Gempany. the Cleve
paper that would be the epitome have clearly shown. He also land Ornhestra. Victor Borge.
of responsible. thoughtful jour lacks edit0rial judgment, the Robert Goulet. Count Basie.
Fred Waring and his l"er;insyl
nalism. read by a// of Baruch most important quality for an
vanians ,and (i)uke Ellington.
students. Perhaps I was too editor-in-chief to possess. Fur
Irving J. Olson. widely known
idealistic.
thermore. Ric'hard R'Odriguez,,by
Akron businessman and ama-·
, Presently. TICKER is. in spirit. his own admission to several
teur photographer of renown. is·
a continuation of the allegedly people.. became Editor through
chairman of a blue-ribbon pho
illegal and poorly edited DS-SG po litic al dealings. and not
..
tography competition commit
News, the "voice of Student because he was ·deserving.
tee, charged with finalizing all
Government. Thus. TICKER is Richard Rodriguez's inability to
hampered not only by an admin discern between truih and false contest details and the selection
istration insensitive to student h.ood is evidenced by his reply of a judging panel.
· Judges will be Arthur Roth
needs but also, and- more impor to my letter in the October 7th
•tant, bY. students themselves. issue of TICKER. I certainly do stein, associate director of Pal
ade
magazine;,-Arthur Goldsmith,
i.e.. members of Student Gov not write let"ters to the editor
ernment. By the end of next solely because I fear ."admin editorial director of Popular Pho
..
tography, and Irving Desfor,
week, TICKER will. have istrative repercussions.
The
depleted its organizational ac reason for the letter ,,,as that I Associated Press photo column
ist.
count. and ·the Editor will have w·as, and am still, unequivocally
Olson is the retired chairman
to beg the Student Assembly for against printing slanderous
additional funds. At that time. accusations. as· I made clear, to of the board of Olson Electron
ics.
but photography has been
TICKER will likely lose what lit you on several occasions.
his avocation for many years
tle independence it ever pos
For all of the above mentioned
sessed. as you, . Richard. indi reasons. I beseech of you, Rich and he has collected ·scores of
first prizes, gold and si Iver
c_ated to me.
ard Rodriguez, as a friend and
After an auspicious start, the as a professional colleague, to medals. and over 300 other
quality of TICKER has declined resign from your position as Edi prizes.
drastical.ly. The Editor-in-Chief tor-in-Chief. TICKER cannot Contest application blanks are
has heard this numerous times continue to ignore student inpu_t available through the Edwin J.
from the English Department or important issues. Why was Thomas Performing Arts Hall.
(Professor Crane pleaded to be there no mention. in your last The University of Akron. Akron, ·
removed from the staff box), e·ditorial. of the fact that there is Ohio 44325.
TICKER Staff, and many stu--' no longer an ombudsman? You
dents. Some of the reasons for promised your staff that this
this decline are p�essure on issue would be' discussed. Also,
TICKER by Stu'dent Government. why was there no mention of the
unfamiliarity with the new print fact that there is currently no Dear-Staff,
ers, and most prominently the Dean of Evening ·students?
We wish to congratulate you .
For the first time, TICKER has on a fine issue. Thank God at -r.......,.""""'.,.:;.,,"""""""'""'"'__,,_,,.....,"r""""""'-"'<,_,..,�._....,..,;;;;'*--""-"""-'"""��"""°,.,.,"""'�
incompetence of the Editor-in
Chief. Richard Rodriguez. It was a highly competent staff. includ least one paper has some sense.
Richard Rodriguez, alone, who ing Bob Guiliano, Jim Hedges,
We apprec·iate good journalism.
decided to print the "Internal Linda Pacheco. Bob Lipson, and If we can be of any assistance,
Document to Vice President Madeline Crocitto. It is a great please contact us.
Mintz" in ttie Special Political shame that their talents are be
..
Issue of TICKER. This was the ing wasted on the "trash found
Isaac Friedman
document that called Dean in TICKER. I hope they have the
Former Associate
Senour a sexual deviant and sense to resign before they are
Editor of Ticker
alcoholic. It was Riehard Rodri
dragged down, morally and
Ira M. Shoenberger
guez who wrote. and placed in spiritually. with it. Having the
Treas.
of Baruch
the paper, .the advertisement in Student Center open two more
Photography Club
the September 30th issue offer hours is not an important issue.
Jr. Class Rep. of
ing a "$100 reward for pictures Nor is Dean Senour (especially
Student Govern.
of a Dean of Students having not his personal life). For all
Former Reporter
sexual relations with male mem practical purposes, · the real
of Ticker
bers of his or her staff... My rec-

Resign

Congrats

Support
The Reporter

(Continued on Peg• 8)
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( The following essay was re

ceived in the'ma/1. Because of the
length of the essay, the first part
was publlshed on Oct. 14, 1975.
The second half is now presented.
It is printed verbatim.
- Editor)
By WIiiiam J. Pegg
U.S. Citizen
Justice Is one of our natural
rights ...That no one can take
away. It Is a reciprocal prlnclple
of fair behavior among men (not
sheep) to make equal basic
rights and responslbllltles. Jus
tice has lour key components or
attributes: Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity, and Fairness.

Perfect Justice is impossible
among imperfect human bein·gs.
But we, if we are not savages or
ignorant. should try to achieve
or approximate a reasonable
Standard of Justice in the three
key systems of a Nation: the
Social. Economic, and Political.
The Concept of Justice is for
All. Not only for the few or privi
leged.
When a System is unjust we
mean to say that all four or some
of its components are distorted
or perverted. In our country we
attempt to reach reasonable lev
els of Justice by promulgating
and a'pplying Laws. Thus, the
main purpose of any Law Is to
achieve the best possible
degree of Justice.

H, as is the case in all or most
countries. some of the laws are
not oriented to the reasonable
effective achievement or realiza
tion of the Standards of Justice,

the La.we should be changed

and not the people who may
violate them.

What Is Justice?"

Our Standard of Justice here very simple analogy, the Factory
in our country is our Constitu represents the Country. The In
tion. And the Standards are spectors, the Supreme Court.
what our Supreme Court say .The products, the Cases. And
that they are. So far so good. As the Quality Manual our Constitu
we know, .the Supreme Court tion.
can only interpret the Constitu
Thus, I conclude the follow
tion vis-a-vis the Case at hand ing: We need to develop a
and the relevant Laws involved. series of New Laws via our
It does not create new and dif Legislative .Power to make the
ferent Laws. This function Social, Economic, and Polltlcal
belongs to our Legislative System more Just tor All. We
Power, basically.
need to develop a Key Doco
Now I· et me guide yow through ment of Standards.of Justice (In
an Analogy. Imagine, if you will, all three Systems) subordinated
a small factory with a few pro to our Constitution that would
duction lines and a few varieties serve a double purpose: As
of products.The Nine Inspectors Justice Goals, and ·as Justice
have basically One ·Quality Sta- ndards.
Manual and several Quality Poli
Thus, instead of passing Laws
cies to accept or reject the dif to punish what people do (which
ferent products that come to -in ,some selected cases and to
them.Som�times the Work Load some extent it appears to me
is so heavy that they have to that these persons were, in part
forego making a decision on' compelled by the consequences
some of the products presented of an unjust system) we, to be
for review. Two hundred years fair, pass Laws to make the Sys
go by. The Factory has ex tems more humane, responsive.
panded a thousand times. New , and democratic. The Laws
lines have been added. Hun should be more oriented to pro
dreds of new products are being tect people, and not overprotect
created. It is not possible to in Things, to the detriment of Peo
spect all the- prodycts. Only a ple. Hold tight, fr-iend, here
few: the most critical ones. comes· another analogy.
Thus ...of the products �ot pre -Imagine a fictitious country
sented for Inspection some of· called WEAL TH ... , God Aor
them may be good, others bld!... In which only one per
bad .
We would never cent own Real Estate Property.
know... Of the new ·complex Would It be Just to P!IH a Law
products presented for inspec protecting Real Estate?... If In
tion, many defective products this same Nation, 10% starve,
may pass because only a few of 80% are poor, 9% are middle
its attributes were checked, but class, and 1 % _are rich . ..
not all. .
Because our Quality Would you lat the 10%
Manual did n0t have trae Stand starve:?, ... Or would you come
ards against what the measur:.e forth for a more just distribution
these new attrib.utes. In this not of Wealth? Lat ma leave you

By Paul Schwartz

five years ago. It took the city
and CUNY over three years just
to get approval and the plans
started. So. _py the time the work
st,arted. the situation was en
tirely different from the time tt-le
.plans were developed. There are
two other reasons for the reno
vation: first. at least two genera
tions of ·students are going to
use Baruch before we move.
There is no reason to make them
learn in an -Old. dingy building if
they don't have to. Second. even
after Baruch does move out. the
building is still going to be an
educational facility: therefore.
the work and expense is not go
ing completely· to waste.
THE 26lh STREET CENTER

- There is an interesting story
behind this facility. The hunt for
more space· for Baruch started
over three years ·ago. Believe it
or not. the administration did not
like the idea of having its stu
dents spread out all over the
area. They wanted a consoli
dated space. Just recently.
Klein's Department Store on
14th Street closed its doors. The
corporation that owned Klein's
(McCrory) held a fifteen-year
lease on the ,space the 26th'
Street Center now occupies.
Since McCrory was cutting
back, they had no use for the
space. But they were ,stuck for
fifteen years. So. through _nego
tiations the following deal was
made: McCrory was released
from its commitment. In return.
Baruch and CUNY assumed re
sponsibility
for the lease for the
AVENUE RENOVATION
.This work was conceived over next seven years (in case we

THE MOVE TO BROOKLYN

Mr. ·Fakas told me that the
plans to move the Baruch cam
pus to ,Brooklyn are still in ef
fect. The target date is sometime
arnund 1980-81. Through a co
ordinated effort between Mr.
Fakas' office and the Board of
Higher Education. the architects
have been approved. However,
as of this date, no contracts
have been signed. Until these
contra<.:ts are signed. nothing at
all can be done. The plans and
wer,k are at a complete standstill
and will stay that way until these
contracts are si_gned. Mr. Fakas
went .on to say that he was ex
tremely concerned about. this
delay and if it were to cpntinue,
the 1980-81 target date will be
rendered totally impossible.
THE 17 LEXINGTON

American bad or is he driven by
unjust circumstances that pollute his socio-economic environment? ...Are People Bad?...or
ls the System l,!njust and
should be corrected?... How

say you, friend? ... Take a position, for the sake of Christ ...or
for your dignity as a human being. .
Second. II our Nation were In

Heaveri and its citizens were a
bunch of Angels (Oh, ·no! An-

other Analogy? ... ) although it
is obvious that the Capitalist
Class would fight for the posilion of Archangels, the bad ones
would revolt (because they want
to play God) and the Good Citizen Angels would throw them
into Hell where they would forever tempt humanity "'(ith the
Seven Cardinal Sins. But I shall
cut short this Heavenly Tale to
reach the point I wish to make.
In a Nation of Angels there is no
need for Laws, Rules, or_l3�_guJac _.
lions.. Because Perfect Juslice would Reign and every one
would" be Heavenfy Just. Thus.
in our imperfect Human Societies we need Laws to guide and
restrain the devil in us. and attempl'to 'reach a reasonable terrestcial Society where all get
their due. But there is the continuous danger that the lncomplete System of Laws existing
coupled to our Magnificent Constitution is not sufficient to
?i,Chieve a reasonable Just Soci
ety. in my opinion.

cording to his ·abllltles and talants.... We, the People, als9
desire and predict that our
political system 1hould trans�
lorin IIHII Into a Proportional
Democratic
Repreaentatlve
Form rot Government where all
the people may · be repre
sented ..'.. This System would
not only represent all the Major
lty groups and Minority Groups;
but All Shades of Political Opln
Ion, and ·Colors of Races ....
We, the ' People, do - !)ereby
· declare that our foreign pollcles
should have a moral and ethical
foundation ... Peace with Jus
tlce and the Propagation of
our Democratic Principles will
be the Guiding Light of All Our
. Foreign Policies, ..

· In concl.usion, if we are not to
become a Nation of Sheep I
believe it to be your moral duty
(if you sympathize with my
ideas) to assist me in any way
you can .... Although, I plan to
write a different manuscript
each month and send it to key
people throughout the U.S.A.,
- .or .witt:lout help.-..·.-We owe
w_ith
it to our country to promote:
debate of ideas. and issues ...
Believe me when I tell you the
Lights of Freedom and Justice
are being put out one by one ..
until ttie T6taI· Darkness of-rhe·
Police State engulfs us .... This
might not be too bad for the up
per strata fellows. but how about
the People?
Take good care of yourself.
f;.;.r.:..:
ie""n:.:
d�-.:...:..,_----,----
·

Women 0Aly

Preamble to our Declaration
of Human Rights Implicit In our
Oeclarat1on of Independence...
...We, the People of these
United States of America do
hereby desire and predict the
decline and tall of the presenJ
old-fashioned capitalist strucdon't move). There will be no ture of our cou!)try, and the
change in the rent. Baruch and emergence of a new and enCUNY will pay the same amount . llghtened society that will. ereMcCrory did. In addition. ate a more humane, just, and
McCrory agreed to pick up the democ�atlc economic structure
entire for converting the space that will place capital at the
service of the People of these
to college use. This explains
why the computer was moved. United States so the the present
McCrory had their own com- unjust lnequalltles In the dlstrlputer on the third floor. Since it - butlon of wealth be ellmlnated,
didn't cost Baruch any money at and so that every person who
all. it was decided to move our wishes to work can. work_ ac-

The Moye· To Brooklyn, Etc ...
This article is about questions
that are being asked around
Baruch regarding the money be
i'ng spent on. what seemed to
be. wasted motion. Since I do
not like to put an article in front
of the students without knowing
what I am talking about. I called
Mr. Constantine Fakas, the head
of the Buildings and Grounds
Department at Baruch College.
As before, he· was extremely
helpful and gave me a great deal
of information. We discussed
three main topics: the move to
Brooklyn, the renovation of 17
Lexington Avenue. and the shift
ing of classes and facilities to
the 26th Street Center. Here is
what he had to say about each
of them.

with a few questions to ponder.
Flrst. There Is more vlolenc•
In greater Detroit than In Northern Ireland? Why? Is the Black-

computer over there since the
space was better suited for it. It
also explains the new cafeteria:
at one time it belonged to the
employees of McCrory. It is esti
mated that McCrory paid close
to a million dollars so that they
could get out of 360 Park Ave.
South.

In summing up. Mr. Fakas
mentioned two other points.
First. al"I the money that Baruch
and CUNY spent for all of this
work came out of additional
funds. and no one lost his· job
because of the construction
work. The money did not come
out of the regular Baruch budg
et. Second. Mr. Fakas is anxious
to have student input. The
department bases its ·plans on
what it believes is logically the
best thing for the students.
Sometimes it may guess wrong.
If you think you have a 'be\ter
idea on ttie way things should
be set up. let The Reporter know.
We'll take your objections and
suggestions to Mr. Fakas and
see what can be-done to imple
ment them. This school is yours.
You have a voice in what goes
on,.,

By Lennox Huyghue

The Eastern Women Center of
New York will present on Oct,ober 21st. a iecture entitled "Fe
male Sexuality." Betsy McGee.
contribu,ting editor of "Our Bodi
es. Ourselves:" will be the topic
leader.
S4san Kedgley. co-author of
"MISTRESSES: - The Free
Woman and The Unfree Man."
will speak on October 28 about
relationships which make
women subordinate to. and often dependent on. a man.
The lectures will begin at 7:30
p.m. Admission - $2.00 per
evening. Where? At Eastern
Women Center. 14 East 60
Street.
___;____:_;__;___________
==�.:.:....:.:..::..:..:.:-�.:...._

And. The Rains Came
sewer-wells: thus. we were con
By Vernon Hall
The last week of September nected to a "dry-well." The·
was a traumatic experience for water had no problem in getting
many homeowners in Queens.· into the well. but it could not get
Heavy rains. which lasted for out once the dry-well was full.
five days. brought water damage
Many homeowners in my
to many houses. Three weeks neighborhood are covered for
later. there are still signs of the catastrophes such as burglary
storm such as extra dirty streets, · and fire. but not for tragedies
discarded furniture (which the caused by heavy rains. You
Sanitation Department has yet to would be amazed at the number
carry away). and the lingering of middle-class homes caught
0dor of saturated walls and with this problem. The question.
floors of basements and sub however. isn't who was at fault
basements.
in this problem. But when the in
As a result of these rains. my evitable happens again. will the
parents· home suffered a great results be the same for other
deal of damage. particularly our homeowners?
' basement. Our refrigerator, boil
So. all you Baruch home and
er. wale� heater. and stereo sys
tem were covered over by six apartment seekers, check out
and-a-half feet of muddy water. your desired property on a rainy
My car had approximately one day to find out what is leaking
and-a-half feet of water inside it. or is in need of repair due to un
Unfortunately, the city had expected flooding - before you
failed to connect the sewers buy It. Or ·1ater, you may be all
within my neighbolhood to open washed up.

..
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Interview With Harry Gibbs
By Winsome Henry

With all the recent political
issues surfacing at Baruch Col
lege. I thought that an interview
with Harry Gibbs. President of
the Day Session Student
Government (DSSG). would
shed some light on the present
turmoil.
Harry who just took office as
President seemed . exceptionally
busy. but had matters under
control.
He stated that his main aim is
to tmite students of all colors at

Baruch. He feels-that he almost
accomplished this during the re
cent demonstrations. Motivated
by the same objectives. blacks
and whites united to voice their
demands.
Harry would like t0. see
smoother registration procedures. He hastened to add that
Mr. Lewis Tamares is a good
man and is not at fault. It is.
however. important that the student government and administration work together to
find a way to improve the systern.

tied into three rooms at the Stu
dent Center and are happy
there.
-in clo�ing, Harry expressed
the desire to see both day and
evening students work together
so. as to be aware of the special
problems each faces. He feels
this could best be accomplished
if a workshop was established.
�•••••••••••�•
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Asked about the present situation with Dean Senour and the
students. Harry said that his
The shop concept is here to main concern in the matter is
stay.
Bloo,m ingdale's has the misuse of funds.' Fees he
op�ned yet_ another menswear emphasized are.collected for the
shop: this· time · the area is mainten,ance and operation of
devoted .to Christian Aujard ap the Student Center and he feels
parel. i\\,ported directly from .
that these funds are misused
France. The Aujard collection is (even if this use is not malidefinitely for the elitist - the cious).
..
price tags alone are enough to
Harry refused to comment· on
turn off all but the, true lover of
the recent charges brought
fashion. Aujard. who draws
against several students who
more menswear traffic in his tiny stayed
in the Center until eight
Paris shop during the shows
·
o'clock,.
than most booths do now. joins
At the beginning of the
the ranks of Polo. Halston. Mark
semester. the administration'
of the Lion. and Alexander
moved th� Day Session Student
Juliao on Blo9mingda1e·s trendy
Government offices to East 26th
main floor.
Street . Building without their
consent. Harry considers this
aggravating and also sees it as
an infringement on the rights of
the students. The Student
Go,ecomeot was oo< ;, la•oc of
the move because it would isolate them from the rest of the
student body. They, 'ar.e now set-
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c.A.MIGOS:
Add these words to your basic vocabulary
now, wheth(:i)r or not'you're planning a trip
to Mexico soon .
SPANISH

chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla

ENGLISH

childish old man
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
lard
bedroom slipper

Hei?e at Jose Cuervo , we believe
an informed consumer is an
informed consumer.
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plex scents. not necessarily
while your sense of smell rests. selves, but the ability to concen
related to the odor of the origi
Swirl the glass in a circle pa trate on and remember what you
nal grape juice. Bouquet devel
rallel to the floor so as to coat are smelling. Closing your eyes
ops from natural chemical
the inside surfaces with wine. may help your concentration.·
changes which take place as
(The purpose is to increase the
In smelling a wine. I look for
wine ages. The wine does not
surface area from which the cleanliness (absence of dis
have to be old or of a particular
volatile components can evapo agreeable odors). a smell that is
v"intage to have a bouquet. Usu
rate.) At this point. some· profes vinous (i.e.. "like wine" rather
ally, some bouquet will begin
sional tasters prefer to take a than grape juice or something
developing right after the wine long deep sniff with the nos.a else). and. in some wines. char
is first made. even before it is
four or five inches from the acteristic aromas of certain
bottled.
glass. ponder that. then let the grape varieties. certain grape
The main difficulty with smell sense of smell rest for a little smells which suggest fruits oth
ing wine is that your sense of while before swirling the glass er than grapes. overtones of
smell fatigues extremely rapidly. again. sticking the nose well spices and perhaps some sub
If you take three whiffs of a wine down into it and snifffng deeply. liminal suggestions of things
close together, the first is likely
The majority go directly to the having nothing directly to do
to be fai'rly accurate. the second. nose-in-glass sniff . . l,:i either 'with wine. like a pine forest or a
extremely distorted and the case. you shou Id breathe in at a sea breeze. In all cases:' how
·
third, of little value. The key.
moderate pace and fill the ever. tl:le main �uestion is
therefore. is in paying close at lungs. then exhale slowly. What whether the smell in sum is
tention to the first smell and in . really improves with practice is pleasing and complementary to
considering it for a few seconds not the olfactory senses themthe occasion.
·
The next column will complete
our introduction to tasting tech
nique with - at last - a taste of
the wine.

By. R. Corbin Houchins
WHAT THE NOSE SHOWS
or
HOW TO ENJOY A CLEAN
BREATH OF WINE
Last week we looked at wine.
In this column. I'll describe the
step that requires the most care:
smelling it.
What we are seeking are aro
mas. which are smells derived
from the grape. and bouquet.
which consists. at least poten
tially. of somewhat more com-

Vets--------By Paul Schwartz
A new service has been star
ted by the Veterans Affairs Of
fice. Raphael Rivera and Ramon
Padilla have just become the
authorized Veterans Medicaid
Referral Team. They have --at- ·1
tended a class given by Medi
caid and are now equipped to
handle almost all of your ques
tions regarding Medicaid. Not·
only can they answer your ques
tions. but they can help deter
mine eligibility. help collect the
essential documents. and help
make appointments at ·your local
Medicaid office. Therefore. if
yow think you. or a member of
your family.,qualifies for Medi
caid. you can contact them at
the Veterans Affairs Office
(Room 1702 A.B.C. 360 Park
Avenue South. phone 725-4450).
The best way to think of them
would be as Medicaid repre
sentatives. as 800 Powers and
Joe Valek are Veterans Admin
istratior.i
representatives.
Raphael and Ramon are pres
ently loo�ing to expand their
service- by investigating the
Food ,Stamp Program. As soon
as they nail it down. this column
will let you know about it.
Bob Powers. our Veterans Ad
ministration representative. in
formed me tha.t a ne.w rule has
come down from the high of
fices in Washington. D.C. From
now on. no Veterans Administra
tion representative may give ·any
infor.Q1ation to anyone except
the veteran who requested or
needs the information. Accord
ing to Bob. lie is,now required to
ask for a veteran's file number
or social security number.·
before releasing any informa
tion. It will not help the veteran
to give these number.s to anoth
er person. since even this way is,
forbidden by the Veterans Ad
minst'rattion. Only the veteran in
volved may be given informa
tion.
Last week. I told you the bowl-

ing alley and t-he pool tables
were installed in our airpJane.
Since that time. it gives me great
pleasure to report that the wall
to-wall shag carpeting . the mir
rors. and the water beds are also
in place. The plane is still at
Jolly Irving's Used Car Lot and
Plane Wash. and lrv.ing is get
ting a bit upset. He needs the

Lounges

0

By Don Higgins
Below is a list of the lounges
and e_ating places available to
students during evening hours.
As you can see. the facilities are
extensive and well distributed
throughout the school. If while
using 'the lounges and ·food
service areas you have any
ideas for change and improve
ment. let us know. The Student
Ser:vices Staff is available in
Roo�s 525 - 533. 26th Street
Center. Monday to Thursday. un
til 10:00 p.m.. and Friday. until
11:00 p.m. in the Student Center.

HELP WANTED
EARN UP TO $1800 a school year or
more posting educational literature on
Q,ampus in spare time. Send name. ad
dress. phone. school and references to·
Nationwide College Marketing Services.
Ince. P.O. Box'1384. Ann Arbor. Michigan
48106. Call (3131 662-1770.
Typist to be trained on computer
typesetting. Ideal hours for Baruch
evening student. Good pay. steady 30
hrs./wk. Call 777-6810 between 12-5 any
day but Wednesday.

�
�

room for more used cars. So if
you think you'd like to be part of
the crew, drpp your name off at
the Veterans �flairs Office. We'd
hate to have Tony Mcinnes
bring his tank aro.un·d again to
tow it someplace else. · so please
help Ol/l.
P.S. The engines look in pretty
good shape also.

,·

LOUNGES AVAILABLE TO
EVENING -AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Baruch Student Center
137 East 22nd Street
Alley - 1st Floor
Oak - 2nd Floor
Purple >_ 4th Floor
Mon.-Thwrs. till 8:00 p.m.
Fri. till 11 :00 p.m.
17 Lexington Avenue
Lobby
3rd Floor
Mon.-Thurs. till 10:00 p.m.

F-ri. till 5:30 p.m.
155 East 24th Street
·Lounges throughout building
Mon.-Thurs. till 10:30 ·p.m.
Fri. till 10:30 p.m.

360 Park Avenue

Basement (Underground)
17th Floor Lounge
Mon.,Thurs. till 10:00 p.m.
,
Fri. till 5:00 p.m.
46 East 26th Street
5th Floor
Mon.-Thurs. till 10:00 p.m.
Fri. till 5:00 p.m.
. HOT FOOD SERVICES
137 East 22nd Street
Marble Lounge - 2nd Floor
Mon.-Thurs. till 5:30 p.m.
Fri. till 5:30 p.m.
17 Lexington Avenue
10th Floor
Mon.-Thurs. till 8:00 p.m.
Fri. till 3:00 p.m.
155 East 24th Street
1st Floor
Mon.-Thurs. till 8:00 p.m.
Fri. till 3:00 p.m.
46 East 26th Street
5th Floor
Mon.-Thurs. till 8:00 p.m.
Fri. till 3:00 p.m.

What's Happenin�?
By Lenno-x Huyghue
Well. last Monday at the
Downbeat. the famed Steak and
Jazz Emporium at 42 and Lex
ington. Hazel Scott made a
triumphant return to the stage
she dominated for three months
last year. The great Scott came
into Downbeat for a two week
engagement last year., and was
held over right through the
Christmas-New Year hoopla.
She probably co_uld have still
been there except for some prior
contracts that couldn't be swept
under the rug, Miss Scott. back
ed by her own trio. will do two
shows nightly - for dinner and
for supper. Call 972-1082 for reservations.
I
On Tuesday Oct. 21, 1975
12:40-2:00 p.m. - "The Great
Founders: An Evaluation" part

of a Bicentennial lecture series.
Dr. Joseph Blau. Department of
Religion at Columbia University
will speak abou,t John and
Samuel Adams. New School
Auditorium. 66 W. 12 St. $2.75
each lecture; $15 for the series
of 6 lectures.
On Wed�esday Oct. 22, 1975
4:30 p.m. - "Relationships
..
Between Gov·t. and Business .
part of a lecture series. Business
·and the Americ·an Economy
1776-2001. Carl Kaysen. Director
of Institute for Advanced Studi
es. N.Y.U. For reservations call
598-2234.
On Thursday Oct. 23, 1975
8 p.m. "Men of �usic," a
vocal re.cital featuring Alan Titus
to salute the Bicentennial. Huntrconllnued on Page O)'

Curricul·ar
Guidance

If you want to plan a program.
check out curricular require
ments for your degree. discuss a
major or need information on
any othJH related academic
problem. go to curricular guid
ance. ·selow are the hours for
undergraduate curricular guid
ance; please call fo_r an appoint
ment fir.st.
BUSINESS
902. 46 E. 26th St.
Mond. to Thur.. till 9
725-3303
EDUCATION
·1004. 315 . PAS'
Tues. & Thurs.. till 7
725-4486
LIBERAL ARTS
1521. 17 Lexington
Mon. to Wed.. till 8
725-3228

ATTENTION,
Baruch College .· Students!
"Nick the Greek" is under
NEW MANAGEAf ENT!
Now_ get the best in
Ualian, Gr�ek and American food

Lexington Ave. & 24th St.
Open B a.m.
g p.m.
WE DELIVER-

473-9697

FREE
TUTORING
AVAILABLE
All Subjects

•

Or, If You'd Like to Be a Tutor

Apply Lobby Deak
Student Center, or
Rm. 525, 46 E. 26th St.

•

Operated by:

Sigma Alpha/
Delta . Chapter
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Letters
(Continued from Paga of)
Dean of Students is Vice Presi
dent Bernard Mintz, as Richard
Rodriguez and the members of
Student Government well know.
TICKER can only be made inde
pendent and responsive to sali
ent student issues (e.g., budget
cuts, proposed tuition, etc.) by
the resignation of the Editor-in
Chief, Richard Rodriguez.'
Perhaps, out of the ashes, a
new and more vibrant TICKER
can be created.
Isaac Friedman
( The preceding letter is
published because the Editor-in
Chief of the Ticker allegedly
refused ·to publish the letter In Its
entirety.
-Editor)

.Reply,

(Richard ·Rodriguez Is the
Editor-In-Chief of the Ticker, the.
Day Session Student newspa
per.
Editor)
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter In res
ponse to a letter submitted to ybu
by one, Isaac Friedman, dated
October 7th, 1975. I was told that
it would appear in your October
20th issue. First of all, I would like
to deal w/th the question as to
why it did not appear in the TICK
ER.
I based my decisi9n concerning
that letter upon "The Canons of
Journalism," adopted by the A(71er
ican Society of Newspaper Edit
ors. I feel that Mr. Friedman has
violated the codes' article no. I.
pertaining to the demands or jour
nalistic responsibility, as well as
article IV, · V, ari,a VI, concerning
( 1) sinceNty, truthfulness, and
accuracy, (2) impartiality, and (3)
· fair play, respectively. I felt Mr.
Friedman had violated all of these
canons by his letter. In ·addition,
his actions have ignored any sense
of moral or ethical conduct, which
society demands. Mr. Friedman's
letter can neither be taken as fac
tual or mature. That is why TICK
ER did not print his letter.
Mr. Friedman's letter is broken
up into seven paragraph§. I would
like to deal with each one indivi
dually.
Paragraph no. 1. Mr. Friedman
was not offered any additional
position on TICKER.
Paragraph no. 2. Wordy, emo
tional rhetoric.
Paragraph no. 3. To say that
TICKER is an extension of
D.S.S.G. is clearly irrational and Ir
responsible. I Indicated to Mr.
Friedman that TICKER's funds
would run out soon, but any
opinions expressed concerning
TICKER's independence are not
mine. If they were, quotation
marks would have appeared In Mr.
Friedman's letter. Mr. Gibbs, Chair
man of D.S.S.G.,. has given TICK
ER his full support and has stated
"Richard, you know I w/11 back
you up all the way, whether you
print Isa ac's letter or not. I wlll
stand behind you in any event." At

-What's Happening?

with either TICKER nor with Stu
dent Government (Day). Why
didn't he bring up· these matters to
the TICKER staff or to the
D.S.S.G.? Why did he wr/.te his let- (Continued from Paga 7/
ner of Houston Street ana
ter as a first step Instead of as a er College, 695 Park Ave. Single Broadway. Fee: $2 50 Rain or
.
(
last resort? How anxious Is he to tickets, $6, $5; four recitals $26, shine).
the next meeting of the D.S.S.G.,
publicize his pro-administrative
Ragtime
Impossible
The
the body w/11 consider a motion re
attitudes? I assume only he knows
Theatre, 28 E. 3�th Street, will
storing TICKER's organizational
Friday October 24• 1975
the answers.
,
present the Obie award winning
account. Does this sound 1/ke In
a· p.m. - "Pianist in Focus,"
Without any prior Indications to
play, "Telemachus Clay" by
terference? Or does It sound as If
our staff, he wrote and delivered part of a Bicentennial Jazz' seri- Lewis John Carlino directed by
D.S.S.G. respects our function as a
his letter. He made little effort In es featuring Sam Wooding and Jonathan Foster. Ten actors
free and open press?
dealing with the problems Internal- Ray Harrison, the Randy weston play eighty-four parts in this en
Paragraph no. 4. Professor
ly. Although this was, to say the Trio and the Hilton Ruiz Quartet. semble piece for voices and
Crane had never pleaded this re
least, ethically Irresponsible, I'm Studio WE at the Brooklyn Aca- sounds. The play runs from
quest to anyone. He asked me to sure both S.P.S. and the college demy of Music. 3.50. Concerts
October 16th through November
remove his name for personal res.
administration enjoyed this epl- begin at S:OO p.m.
2nd. Telemachus Clay is being
sons, which I respect. He never sode of "Mutiny on the TICKER,"
Sunday October 28, 1975
presented as part of the I.R.T.'s
told anyone else these ,ea.sons,
as Jim Hedges jokingly refers to it.
A walking tour New Director series and can be
2
p.m.
_
nor any others. Mr.,Frledman has
I am·sure Mr. Friedman w/11 al- through lower Manhattan from seen Thursdays through Satur
again presented false statements.
ways get what he wants, flo mat- Houston Street and Astor Place. days at
7:30 p.m. For reserva
Again he brings up the D.S.S.G.
ter how many people he must try Friends of Cast-Iron ·Architec- tions and information, call 243
presenting
without
issue,
to get out of the way, no matter ture meet 1:11 the southwest cor- 7494
after 2 p.m.
specifics. Then, he accuses me of how many reactionary counter- ;.:;..,;..:;.�;.;.;.�..;;.:;...;,;,.;..;;;.;..;.;,;..;;,,;;,;.,..�.......�.;;...;....;;;;�..,;;.,.....
______-.
incompetence, without evidence.
productive issues he may bring up,
He claims that I placed an ad with
no matter how many people he
out p�ying for it. I did not write the must, step on.
ad, and the ad was paid for. In
Aggressive, administrative lov
addition, the ad made no offer re
ing, 'AKing, unloyal people usually
lating to Dean of Students, Roy
get what they go after. They can't
Senour Jr., in particular. Further
sleep much, .but they do get what
more, as Associate Editor, it was they go after. (Psychopathic per
Mr. Friedman's own layout direc
sonalities have no trouble sleep
tions and incompetence, along ing.) /fl my opinion, Mr. Friedman's
with technical problems, which letter is merely a projection of his
accounted for the crudeness of the
own personality.
first issue. Mr. Friedman went to
After a staff consultation, seve
the printers himself.
ral of our writers have found more
As for my experience, I will
inaccuracies and misconceptions
state the following: I w,as a part
than I had. For example, Mr. Fried
time reporter for the TICKER and
man never had access to TICK
Applications can be picked up
the REPORTER for more than two ER's financial records, as Assoyears before Mike Fishbien made . ciate Editor, and he would have
in Room 525, 46 East 26th Street,
me his full-time Science Editor. I had no way of knowing whether or
(26th Street Center)
have always edited my own mat�
not the "REWARD" ad was paid
Monday ·to Thursday evenings
rial. In addition, I was amployed for. There are many other exam
by Hawthorne Type of Westchest
ples, but I have neither the.time nor
after 4:00 p.m.
.er- County, for two years. I have. inclination to deal with such mat
had more experience in all phases ters any further.
of type-setting, layout, printing,
Respectively submitted,
writing, and editing, than anyone ·
Richard Rodriguez
of my staff.I freely admit to my in
Editor-in-Chief
competence at spelling. and at
The TICKER
chasing friends and members or
my editorial board. The first Issue
cost students nothing. Monies
were paid from last year's ad
revenues.
Mr. Friedman denies telling me
the only reason he wrote a pre
vious letter was out of fear. If he ·
can teil a lie like this, he might as
�ell go back to patronizing
McDonald's.
For a person who opposes slan
derous statements, he has made
quite a few of them.
Paragraph no. 5. TICKER will al
ways deal with student issues. On
October 7th, I �sked Mr. Friedman
to deal with the same issues he
mentions, as Associate Editor. He
handed in his resignation as his
response. Mr. Friedman is like a
child who owns a monopoly game;
he can't win so he doesn't want
anyone else to play. It would be
nice if TICKER's staff quit, so that
Linda Friedman (his sister-in-law)
could become Editor of TICKER, a
suggestion he has made. This
"Family Affair" suggestion is un
known to Linda, to the best of my
knowledge. At least Linda can
·w,ite.
Paragraph no. 6, no. 7. These
deal with the same type of "trash"
I
covered In my comments on para
graph no. 5.
Mr. Friedman, perhaps to obtain
administrative recommendations
to medical school, has written his
letter, without attempting to. work

s

VACANCIES
Now Exlat
on ESSA

PLAYRADS

The Baruch Evening ·and
Graduate Theatre Group
is pranning a production
of Annovih's

Thieves' Carnival

Players and Technicians
are needed

If interested, have a
one-minute monologue prepared

No Longer Alone
Within the Sea of Integrity
Stands singly each babe of creativity,
Elevating mind and bodily
To meet within a circle, reflecting itself.
Take from the sea the flowing Good
Which comes' to mark an end of me,
For singly I no longer stand.
Elizabeth Wickstrom

For informatiora,
go to Room 525,
26th Street Center

